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following the sale of Adidas Originals x Diesel joint limited sneakers in January 20th this year, recently, the two brands once again
work together to create a new series of shoes. This series of shoes inspired leather jacket, climbing boots and Diesel's own lifestyle,
Originals Forum and Stan Adidas respectively in Smith and ZX 700 style show, Diesel's single product commonly used rivet piece
are integrated into one, with a punk Hale breath, and in each of the shoes are Adidas and Originals the brand of Diesel logo as the
joint confirms, the series joint shoes will officially launch in August 22nd. 
Jordan brand fit (hybrid) series continued flourishing, showing a growing, thriving and prosperous potential, the new Air Jordan
Hallowed Ground shown in the figure, which is set two pairs of Air Jordan - Air Jordan classic sneaker 9 and Air Jordan 10 -- the
essence of Cuilian and. This pair of shoes is black / red / white, exclusive of exclusive brand Footlocker. Including the most striking
feature of the shoe vamp: the Department of black patent leather and fine leather shoes in the shoe to create mixed, root, Michael
(Jumpman) signs and tongue with red, white and lining are visible outside the bottom. In a word, these shoes are bold and
fashionable. They are definitely a hot topic for shoes market. The shoes will be on sale in October 2009,.
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